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LECTURE 1: OVERVIEW
Management accounting
•

Processes and techniques à focus on effective and efficient use of org resources to support managers in their
tasks of enhancing customer value and shareholder value
o

Customer value – value that a customer places on a particular features of a product
§

o

Quality, price, delivery, customer support

Shareholder value – value that shareholders, or owners, place on a business
§

Equity, dividends, profitability, share value of company

à Increasing customer value comes at cost à to increase (e.g.) quality, need to spend more on R&D à
increases expenses à reduces profit à reducing shareholder value
§

Customer value and shareholder value affect each other, managers need to find balance between the
two

o

Resources – financial and non-financial
§

Managers given task of using resources of the org

§

Money, people, info systems etc.

o

Effective – successful achievement of an objective

o

Efficient – achieving objective with the least consumption of resources
§

E.g objective is to increase sales, effective when achieve goal of increasing sales, efficient when
increase sales at a lower cost à lower amount of resources

o

Process and techniques – planning (budgets), control (performance measures), costing systems, cost and
quality management etc.

•

Info provided based on needs of managers at diff levels
o

Senior – overview of org, middle – area or department, operational – day to day operations (manufacturing
e.g)

•

Flexibility in types of frequency of information provided
o

•

Based on needs and nature of resources

Information provided on regular basis and ad-hoc basis
o

o

Regular includes:
§

Estimates of costs of producing goods and services

§

Info for planning and control operations

§

Info for measuring performance

Ad-hoc
§

Info to satisfy managers’ short term and long term decision making needs

§

One off, not on a regular basis

Management accounting vs. Financial accounting
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The role of management accountants
•

Finance function – group of staff undertaking accounting activities
o

Large orgs have finance departments

•

Senior accountant – has diff titles e.g. chief financial officer (CFO), financial controller (FC), finance manager

•

Accounting staff can be in operating divisions (factory floor) or at corporate level

•

Accountants may be responsible for both financial and management accounting functions
o

•

Some orgs have very distinct separation of financial and management accountants

Use management accounting processes and techniques to:
o

Support formulation and implementation of strategy

o

Contribute to improving competitive advantage, through process improvement + cost management
techniques

•

o

Provide info to help manage resources, through systems of planning and control

o

Provide estimate of the costs of an org’s outputs à(all above expanded below)

Management accounting and strategy
o

Vision – desired future state or aspiration of an org
§

o

o

Big picture of what org wants to become

Mission statement – defines purpose and boundaries of org
§

Daily life extension of the vision statement,

§

What they doing, what products are selling, how they do it

Objectives (goals) – specific statements of what org aims to achieve, often quantified and relating to a
specific period of time
§

Tactical and strategic goals à short term, long term

o

Strategies – direction that org intends to take over long term, to meet its mission and achieve objectives

o

Strategy Formulation
§

§

Corporate strategy à overall direction, investments
•

In what businesses will we operate?

•

How to allocate resources among these businesses?

Business (or competitive) strategy:
•

How to compete in a given business

•

Cost leadership vs product differentiation

•

Competitive advantage: advantages that a business may have over another, which are
difficult to imitate

o

Strategy Implementation
§

Planning and managing implementation of strategy

§

E.g. Introducing new structures, systems, production processes, marketing approaches, HR
management policies

•

Planning and Control
o

Planning
§

Put in place to set direction of business

§

Broad concept that is concerned with formulating direction for future operations

§

Long-term plan: strategic plans (corporate and business strategies)
•

§

Allocating resources, competing with other businesses

Short-term plan: budgets (financial consequences of operating activities)
•

Revenues and costs of producing particular products

•

Budgets for departments etc.
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o

Control
§

Putting mechanisms in place to ensure that operations proceed according to plan à objective are
achieved à KPIs

§

•

Measuring performance against plan and taking corrective actions

Costing goods and services
o

Estimates of cost of producing G&S are needed to support range of operational and strategic decisions
§

E.g. set selling price à needs info of costs and expenses, product mix, revenue etc.

o

Routine costing systems are also part of financial accounting system

o

Different product costs may also be produced outside of financial accounting system, to better meet
managers’ decision making needs
§

E.g. From financial accounting reporting, the inventory evaluation, regulation requires that only
manufacturing costs to be included in inventory evaluation
à For management accounting, in introducing new product, manager might want to know more
than manufacturing cost, r&d costs, design, marketing costs etc. all costs across value chain so can
make more informed decision as to what price to set to cover all costs à information needs
between financial and management accounting may be different

Considerations in the design of MA systems
•

Behavioural issues
o

Info may impact individual behaviour, so management accounting (MA) systems may have expected and
unexpected outcomes
§

à When designing a particular system, need to understand how new system will impact people who
will be using system, how performance to be assessed under new approach

o

Key purpose of MA systems is to motivate managers and employees to direct their efforts towards achieving
the org’s goals
§

E.g. If managers held responsible for cost control, and cost is too tight, might be encouraged to try
to compromise quality to achieve cost target

§
•

à Goals of manager should be consistent with org goals

Costs and benefits of information
o

Costs – salary of accounting personnel, computers, processing information, managers time to read,
understand and use info
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o

Benefits – improved decision making, effective planning and control, greater efficiency of operations

o

In designing a system, benefits need to outweigh the costs à too much info is not always good à extract
important parts

•

•

Contingency theory (proposed theories to understand how and why certain systems are created and used)
o

Design of a MA system is influenced by a specific aspects of org’s context and a range of other factors

o

E.g. External environment, tech, org structure, size, national and organisational culture, and strategy

o

When designing MA system, need to consider the above for effective system

Institutional theory
o

Design is influenced by institutional forces, which explain similarities
§

Influence of stakeholders – employees, gov, shareholders

o

Need to achieve legitimacy within and beyond org

o

Tendency for firms to imitate ‘good practice; of other firms
à contingency explains why diff orgs adopt diff things due to context factors, institutional explains
similarities in the way they adopt things

Responses to changing business environment
•

Changes in business environment: global competition, privatisation, e-commerce, tech, strategic alliances, global
labour mobility, service-based economy, customer demands, climate change etc.

•

Org recognise the need to change to improve quality to compete in new business environment à

•

Traditional MA systems

•

o

Budgeting, costing, financial performance measurement systems

o

à developed long time ago

Modern MA systems
o

à more innovative and recently developed

o

Support adoption of new structures, systems and practices

o

Include activity-based costing, strategic performance measurement systems (e.g. balanced scorecards), cost
management systems (e.g. business process re-engineering), new approaches to customer profitability
analysis and supplier cost analysis
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LECTURE 2: ETHICS IN MANAGEMENT DECISION MAKING
What is ethics?
•

Ethics: system of moral principles that affect how people make decisions and live their lives
o

Manner in which people choose according to a standard of right or wrong behaviour

o

How we want to treat people, how we want to be treated

•

Central question: What ought one to do? (How should I live?)

•

Common sayings include:
o

Don’t hurt people

o

Do no harm

o

Don’t tell lies

o

Do unto others as you would have them unto to you

Ethical theories
•

Ethics is about making a ‘right’ choice or a ‘good’ decision
o

•

Determining what is right or wrong depends on multiple factors
§

How we were raised

§

What is values of society we live in

Ethics involves examination of principles, values, duties and norms, and consideration of available choices to make
decision

•

Ethical theories are used to help people decide best course of action
o

Teleological theories

o

Deontological theories

Teleological (Consequentialist) theories
•

Consequences (the ends) of any action should be basis for making decision
o

Focus is on consequence

•

Only look at end results, do not look at process of making decision

•

Action results in good consequence à ethical

•

Utilitarianism:
o

Individuals need to maximise their utility (happiness) so that society’s utility can be maximised

o

What decision would cause the least harm/provide the greatest good to the greatest number of people?

o

Most basic form of theory: cost-benefit analysis

o

E.g. Steal from rich to give to poor à ethical or not
§

Robin Hood

§

Follows utilitarianism

§

Rich lose money, but will not suffer as much from losing money à more poor people can survive

§

Considered ethical because it can bring in more benefits for the majority compared to lose for
minority

§

Criticism à only looks at majority, does not look at minority or individuals affected

Deontological (Non-consequentialist) theories
•

Ethics of decision is determined by process of decision (the means)

•

Concerned with duty and rules

•

Action is motivated by good will that stems from a sense of duty à ethical

•

Philosophy: do unto others as you would have them do unto you

•

Looks at process rather than end result à act in good faith

•

The end does not justify the means, i.e. you should not take advantage of people to achieve a certain end

•

Example of Robin Hood à action would be considered unethical, process of stealing
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Business ethics
•

Business ethics: application of ethical standards to business behaviour

•

Should not be applied as a separate set of moral standards or ethical concepts from general ethics
o

•

•

•

In business environment we still need to apply morals

Institute of Business Ethics posts three test to determine ethical business decisions:
o

Do I mind people knowing what I am doing/ what I have done?

o

Who does my decision affect or hurt?

o

Would my decision be considered fair by those affected?

Stakeholder: someone with a share or interest in an organisation
o

When making business decisions we need to consider impacts on key players

o

E.g. shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, creditors

o

Involvement of stakeholders with the actions of the org

o

Extent to which they would be impacted by unethical behaviour

Stakeholder impact from unethical behaviour
o

Exhibit à accounting scandal of hiding extensive debt and losses

Factors ensuring ethical conduct
•

Corporate governance: system by which business corporations are directed and controlled
o

In Aus we have Corporate Governance Council convened by ASX

o

Created in 2002 due to result of multiple accounting scandals

o

Developed Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendations
§

Listed entities required to benchmark their corp. governance practices against Council’s
recommendations

o

“Framework of rules, relationships, systems, and processes within and by which authority is exercised and
controlled within corporations. It encompasses the mechanisms by which companies, and those in control,
and held to account.”

•

Code of ethics: (code of conduct) written standards of ethical behaviour designed to guide managers and employees
in making decisions and choices they face every day
o

Serves two purposes: internal use, message to org

o

Internal document à clear guide to managers and employees in making decisions
§

o

Guidelines to help when faced with dilemmas

A message to orgs’ stakeholders à commitment to the highest standards of ethical behaviour
§

As the public, can access code of ethics to see what they are committed to do
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Code of Ethics of Professional Accountants
•

•

•

In Aus, management accountants can join:
o

CPA Australia

o

Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia (ICAA)

o

Institute of Public Accountants (IPA)

o

US Institute of Management Accountants (IMA)

o

UK Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA)

Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
o

Issued by the Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board

o

Mandatory for all members of accounting profession

o

Set up by CPA Aus and ICAA

Fundamental principles
o

o

Integrity
§

Straightforward, honest in professional and business relationships

§

Implies fair dealing and truthfulness

Objectivity
§

o

Cannot compromise judgement because of bias, conflict of interest, undue influence of others

Professional competence and due care
§

Maintain professional knowledge and skill

§

To ensure clients and employers receive competence and professional service à act diligently in
accordance with technical and professional standards

o

o

Confidentiality
§

Must not disclose confidential information

§

Cannot use information to their advantage à insider trading

Professional behaviour
§

Comply with relevant laws and regulations

§

Avoid actions that can bring discredit to profession

Ethical challenges faced by accountants
•

Financial reports must comply with Australian accounting standards and Corporations Act

•

Steady and stable growth rate for business à therefore engage in creative accounting

•

Creative accounting: accounting practices that follow required law and regulations, but deviate from what those
standards intend to accomplish
o

Capitalises on loopholes in accounting standards to falsely portray a better image of the company

o

Legal, but loopholes they exploit are often reformed to prevent such behaviours

o

E.g. transnational corps might shift profits to countries with lower tax rates à taxable income

o

Penalty tax introduced à Diverted Profit Tax if big companies try to move profits overseas, they pay 40%
instead of company tax 30%

•

•

Accountants face ethical challenges when requests are made for:
o

Falsifying accounts

o

Underreporting income

o

Overvaluing assets

o

Taking questionable deductions

Other challenges:
o

Unrealistic delivery deadlines

o

Reduced fees

o

Fees that are contingent on providing numbers satisfactory to the client

o

Competitive tension among accounting firms
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•

Auditing function: the certification of an organisation’s financial statements as being accurate by an impartial third
party professional
o

Public/ investors will look at financial reports to assess performance/financial position of org to make
decisions à if certified by third party, then more confidence in making investments

•

Ethical predicament: the accounting/auditing firm
o

Is paid by the corporation

o

But serves the general public who are in search of an impartial and objective review
§

•

Might be unethical

Complex when accounting firm has a separate consulting relationship with client
o

E.g. Arthur Anderson and Enron
§

o

Provide consulting service, and then auditing à conflict

Enron
§

CFO/CEO implemented accounting practices to inflate revenues à reported revenues, that were
fictitious and decrease expenses to attract more investors

§

Mark to market accounting, created special purpose entities to hide debts

Ethical dilemmas
•

Situations in which there are no obvious right or wrong decisions

•

Occur when the decision requires you to make a right choice knowing full well that you are:

•

o

Leaving an equally right choice undone

o

Likely to suffer something bad as a result of that choice

o

Contradicting a personal ethical principle in making that choice

o

Abandoning an ethical value of your community or society in making that choice

E.g. if a personal assistant discovers boss is laundering money
o

Ethical to report boss

Ethical decision making model
•

•

5 step model:
o

1. Identify facts of dilemma and define ethical issues it raises

o

2. Identify principles or theoretical frameworks that could be used to address the dilemma

o

3. Identify alternative courses of action that could be take and the effect on stakeholders

o

4. Match alternatives from step 3 to principles/frameworks in step 2

o

5. Determine which course of action to take

Example:
o

Assume you are the management accountant for Foleo Enterprises Pty Ltd and are bound by the Code of
Ethics of the accounting body to which you belong (CPA). The company has serious cash flow problems and
is not likely to get financed by the bank for a new project. James Ford, the director, pressures you to hide the
cash flow problems by “getting creative” with the accounts.

o
•

What would be your response? Explain using the 5-step ethical decision making model

Suggestion:
o

o

1. Outline the facts of the dilemma and define the ethical issue its raises
§

James asks you to “get creative” with the accounts to hide cash flow problems

§

Dilemma: maintain professional ethics vs. remaining loyal to company

§

Stakeholders: you, company, bank, creditors, employees

2. Identify principles or theoretical frameworks to address the dilemma
§

Principles: Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants à Integrity, Objectivity, Professional
behaviour

§

Theoretical frameworks:
•

Teleological (consequentialist)

•

Deontological (duty-based/non-consequentialist)
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o

o

3. Identify alternative courses of action and the effect on stakeholders
§

Hide cash flow problems à effects

§

Do not hide the cash flow problems à effects

4. Match alternatives to the principles/ frameworks
§

Hide cash flow problems
•

Principles: breach integrity, objectivity, professional behaviour à unethical

•

Teleological: bank finding out and calling in other loans, company bankrupt, creditors and
employees unpaid, you expelled from CPA à unethical

•
§

Deontological: always wrong to be dishonest à unethical

Do not hide cash flow problems
•

Principles: does not breach à ethical

•

Teleological: may not achieve funding and may lose job, but bank, creditors and employees
not deceived or robbed of payment, your integrity is maintained à ethical

•
o

Deontological: duty of honesty upheld à ethical

5. Determine which course of action to take
§

Do not hide the cash flow problems à most ethical course of action based on above analysis

Whistle blowers
•

Whistle-blower
o

•

Internal whistle-blowing
o

•

Employee who discovers corporate misconduct and chooses to bring it to the attention of others
Employee discovering corporate misconduct and bringing it to attention of his or her supervisor

External whistle-blowing
o

Employee discovering corporate misconduct and bringing it to attention of law enforcement agencies and/or

the media
When is whistle-blowing ethical?
•

When the company, through a product or decisions, will cause considerable harm to public or break existing laws

•

When the employee identifies a serious threat of harm

•

When the employee’s immediate supervisor does not act, the employee should exhaust the internal procedures and
chain of command the the board of directors

•

•

Employee must have documented evidence that:
o

His or her view of situation is accurate

o

Firm’s practice, product, or policy threatens the public or product user

Employee must have valid reasons to believe that revealing the wrongdoing to public will result in the changes
necessary to remedy the situation

When is whistle-blowing unethical?
•

Motivated by financial gain or media attention

•

Employee is carrying out a vendetta against the company
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